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The previous meetings of the Committee on International Trade took place on Tuesday, June 21, 2011, 
09.00-12.30 and 15.00-18.30. The following items were on the draft agenda. The meeting was 
webstreamed, except for in camera items. 
 

1. State of play of ongoing trialogue negotiations 
Exchange of views

The Committee held an exchange of views on the latest developments regarding dossiers that are subject to 
ongoing trialogues in view of reaching an agreement at Parliament's first reading stage of the OLP: the 
Leichtfried Report on the proposal for a regulation amending Regulation (EC) No 1334/2000 setting up a 
Community regime for the control of exports of dual-use items and technology (2008/0249(COD), where a 
second meeting of 8 June reached agreement to almost all outstanding issues, the Jadot Report on the 
proposal for a decision on the application of certain guidelines in the field of officially supported export 
credits, where the third meeting of 31 May reached a compromise on almost all outstanding issues; and the 
Iacolino report on the proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council 
implementing Article 10 of the United Nations’ Firearms Protocol and establishing export authorisation, 
import and transit measures for firearms, their parts and components and ammunition (COD/2010/0147), 
where a first meeting of the trialogue was planned for 15 June 2011. 

2. Modification of concessions in the schedules of the Republic of Bulgaria and 
Romania in the course of their accession to the European Union (EU-Australia 
agreement) 

3. Modification of concessions in the schedules of the Republic of Bulgaria and 
Romania in the course of their accession to the European Union (EU-Argentina 
agreement) 

4. Modification of concessions in the schedules of the Republic of Bulgaria and 
Romania in the course of their accession to the European Union (EU-New Zealand 
agreement) 

Joint debate

The rapporteur proposed the committee to give the consent to the three agreements which the Commission 
negotiated on behalf of the EU. The WTO partner countries involved have the right to have their trading 
rights, which were slightly eroded due to the enlargement of the EU customs union with Romania and 
Bulgaria, restored. The compensation is given in a rightly targeted way. Other members who spoke agreed 
with the rapporteur.  
 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Vital Moreira (Chairman, S&D) Exchange of views: 23-24/5/2011 
Responsible administrator: Leon Peijnenburg Cons. of a draft recommendations: 21/6/2011  
Procedure: 2011/0029(NLE) - INTA/7/05364 Planned deadline for Ams: 28/6/2011 
Procedure: 2011/0027(NLE) - INTA/7/05367 Planned adoption INTA: 30-31/8/2011 
Procedure: 2011/0032(NLE) - INTA/7/05368 Planned adoption in plenary: Sep-II-2011 
Lead committee: INTA  

Related documents may be found here: 2011/0029, 2011/0027 and 2011/0032 
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5. Agreement between the EU and Norway concerning additional trade preferences in 
agricultural products 

Consideration of draft recommendation
This file for consent gave an opportunity to the INTA Members to discuss the trade relation of the EU with 
Norway. The rapporteur Mr Scholz highlighted the potential for growth that still remains in the relation 
with this partner. Questions to the Commission tackled the possible steps for the next review of the 
agreement on agricultural products between the EU and Norway and overlapped on the question of 
fisheries, which was not part of this agreement. 

 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Helmut Scholz (GUE/NGL) Cons. of a draft recommendation: 21/6/2011 
Responsible administrator: Nicolas Dorgeret Planned deadline for Ams: 23/6/2011 
Procedure: 2010/0243(NLE) - INTA/7/03913 Planned adoption INTA: 12-13/7/2011 
Lead committee: INTA Planned adoption in plenary: Sep-I-11 

Related documents may be found here 

6. International Tropical Timber Agreement, 2006 

Consideration of draft recommendation

The Committee held the consideration of the draft recommendation of Mr. Moreira regarding the draft 
Council decision on the conclusion, on behalf of the European Union, of the 2006 International Tropical 
Timber Agreement. While recommending to Parliament to consent to the Agreement, the Rapporteur 
proposes that Parliament calls on the Commission to provide, whenever requested by Parliament, any 
relevant information regarding the implementation of the Agreement (e.g. action plans and programmes, 
decisions taken by the bodies established by the Agreement), and to submit an implementation review of 
the Agreement to Parliament and the Council in the final year of application, before negotiations are 
opened on the renewal of the Agreement. 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Vital Moreira (Chairman, S&D) Exchange of views: 12-13/4/2011 
Responsible administrator: Andreas Maurer Cons. of a draft recommend.: 21/6/2011  
Procedure: 2006/0263(NLE) - INTA/7/05490 Deadline for Ams: 24/6/2011 
Lead committee: INTA Planned adoption INTA: 12-13/7/2011 
 Planned adoption in plenary: Sep-I-11 

Related documents may be found here

7. Global Economic Governance 
Consideration of draft opinion

The rapporteur Mr Jadot presented his proposals for reforming the global economic governance, 
emphasizing the need for common rules against social, environmental, and monetary "dumping". He 
recalled the urgency to tackle volatility of prices of raw materials through G8 and G20 proposals. Other 
groups joined his call for closer cooperation between the UN bodies, notably the ILO, and the trading 
system embodied by the WTO. Reacting to the Commission's statement, Mr Jadot expressed 
disappointment when faced with the lack of ambitions of the Commission and pleaded for the Commission 
to take own initiatives to change the existing rules of the global economic governance, instead of relying 
on national authorities. 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Yannick Jadot (Greens/EFA) Exchange of views: 15-16/3/2011 and 23-24/5/2011 
Responsible administrator: Heikki Suortti  Consideration of a draft opinion: 21/6/2011 
Procedure: 2011/2011(INI) - INTA/7/05009 Deadline for Ams: 23/6/2011 
Lead committee: ECON Planned adoption INTA: 12-13/7/2011 
 Planned adoption in plenary: tbc 

Related documents may be found here 
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8. Recommendation to the Council and Commission concerning the negotiations of the 
EU-Moldova Association Agreement 

Consideration of draft opinion

The rapporteur Mr Martin presented his draft opinion, which comprises several expectations for the future 
negotiations of the DCFTA. Supporting such an agreement, he called for the Commission to set reasonable 
demands as part of the Action Plan, in order for the legal approximation by Moldova not to impede 
Moldova's capacities to be cost competitive in all its export markets. He underlined how necessary reforms 
in the competition and investment law and in the agricultural sector are for Moldova's development. 
Finally, he expressed the view that trade and economic integration as part of the association agreement was 
an important step towards a future accession. 
 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: David Martin (S&D) Cons. of a draft opinion: 21/6/2011 
Responsible administrator: Nicolas Dorgeret Deadline for Ams: 22/6/2011 
Procedure: 2011/2079(INI) - INTA/7/06011 Planned adoption INTA: 12-13/7/2011 
Lead committee: AFET Planned adoption in plenary: (tbc) 

Related documents may be found here 

9. Parliament's position on the 2012 Draft Budget as modified by the Council - all 
sections 

Second exchange of views

In the first exchange of views, the rapporteur Mr Peter Šťastný presented the broad orientations that he 
wishes to see included in the BUDG report on the 2012 Draft Budget. Concerns are of course to ensure the 
respect of the EP's new powers in the field of the common commercial policy, to deliver on the EU2020 
strategy for growth, and to facilitate EU businesses' investment abroad, in particular in Asia, through 
business centres. Regarding the latter point, the rapporteur singled out that he would like support to the 
project of a common platform of business intelligence for future investors.  
 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Peter Šťastný (EPP) Exchange of views: 15/3/2011 & 21/6/2011 
Responsible administrator: Heikki Suortti Cons. of a draft opinion: 12-13/7/2011 
Procedure: 2011/2020(BUD)- INTA/7/05133 Planned deadline for Ams: 5/8/2011, 18.00 (tbc) 
Lead committee: BUDG Planned adoption INTA: 30-31/8/2011 
 Planned adoption in plenary: (tbc) 

Related documents may be found here. 

10. Trade for Change: The EU Trade and Investment Strategy for the Southern 
Mediterranean following the Arab Spring revolutions 

Exchange of views

INTA commenced its work on this Own-initiative report by holding the first exchange of views. The 
rapporteur, Niccoló Rinaldi gave a detailed presentation of his views on the subject and his proposal for 
this report. He also clearly stated that he believes that SMEs should be the centre of any future commercial 
and investment initiatives for the Mediterranean. An interesting debate followed the intervention of the 
Rapporteur. 
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PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE) Exchange of views: 21/6/2011 
Responsible administrator: André Corrado Cons. of a draft opinion: tbc 
Procedure: 2011/2113(INI) - INTA/7/05860 Planned deadline for Ams: tbc 
Lead committee: INTA Planned adoption INTA: tbc 
 Planned adoption in plenary: tbc 

Related documents may be found here 

11. Modernisation of public procurement 
First exchange of views

INTA held its first exchange of views on this Opinion to IMCO's Own-initiative report. The Rapporteur 
expressed his views on the subject and explained the importance of the Public Procurement market in 
international trade and the need to have reciprocity in this matter.  
 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Kader Arif (S&D) Exchange of views: 21/6/2011 
Responsible administrator: André Corrado Cons. of a draft opinion: 12-13/7/2011 
Procedure: 2011/2048(INI) - INTA/7/05507 Planned deadline for Ams: 15/7/2011 (tbc) 
Lead committee: IMCO Planned adoption INTA: 30-31/8/2011 
 Planned adoption in plenary: Oct-II-11 (tbc) 

Related documents may be found here 

12. Amendment of certain regulations relating to the common commercial policy as 
regards the procedures for the adoption of certain measures 

Second exchange of views

This item was postponed. For more info please see point 6 of the forthcoming meeting. 

13. Votes 

1) Transitional arrangements for bilateral investment agreements between Member States and 
third countries 
Rapporteur: Vital Moreira (S&D) 
 
 in favour against abstentions 
Decision to enter into informal 
negotiations with the Council and the 
Commission to reach an early second 
reading agreement 

27 1 0 

2) Regulation providing annual update of Annex I of the (2008) Dual Use Regulation 
Rapporteur: Jörg Leichtfried (S&D) 
 
 in favour against abstentions 
Legislative resolution 23 5 0 
Compromise amendment 23 5 0 

3) Application of certain guidelines in the field of officially supported export credits 
Rapporteur: Yannick Jadot (Greens/EFA) 
 
 in favour against abstentions 
Compromise amendment 26 1 0 
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4) Repeal of certain obsolete Council acts 
Rapporteur: Vital Moreira (Chairman, S&D) 
 
 in favour against abstentions 
Commission proposal as amended 27 1 0 
Legislative resolution 27 0 1 

5) Repeal of Regulation (EEC) No 429/73 and Regulation (EC) No 215/2000 
Rapporteur: Vital Moreira (Chairman, S&D) 
 
 in favour against abstentions 
Commission proposal as amended 26 1 0 
Legislative resolution 27 1 0 

6) Amendment of Regulation (EC) No 428/2009 setting up a Community regime for the control 
of exports, transfer, brokering and transit of dual use items 
Rapporteur: Vital Moreira (Chairman, S&D) 
 
 in favour against abstentions 
Commission proposal as amended 25 1 2 
Legislative resolution 25 1 2 

7) A New Trade Policy for Europe under the EUROPE2020 Strategy 
Rapporteur: Daniel Caspary (EPP) 
 
 in favour against abstentions 
Draft report as amended 23 4 1 

8) Agreement between the EU and Switzerland on the protection of designations of origin and 
geographical indications for agricultural products and foodstuffs 
Rapporteur: Béla Glattfelder (EPP) 
 
 in favour against abstentions 
Draft recommendation 23 0 3 

9) Extension to Liechtenstein of the EC-Switzerland Agreement on trade in agricultural 
products 
Rapporteur: Béla Glattfelder (EPP) 
 
 in favour against abstentions 
Draft recommendation 23 0 2 

10) Recommendation to the Council and Commission on the new EU-Russia agreement 
Rapporteur: Inese Vaidere (EPP) 
 
 in favour against abstentions 
Draft opinion as amended 23 0 5 

11) An Effective Raw Materials Strategy for Europe 
Rapporteur: Bernd Lange (S&D) 
 
 in favour against abstentions 
Draft opinion as amended 24 3 0 
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12) Specific measures for agriculture in the outermost regions of the Union 
Rapporteur: Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) 
 
 in favour against abstentions 
Draft opinion as amended 23 1 0 

14. Extension of the provisions of the EC-Uzbekistan Partnership and Cooperation 
Agreement to bilateral trade in textiles 

Exchange of views with stakeholders

On 21 June INTA held its first exchange of views on the protocol on textiles with Uzbekistan. This file 
concerns a consent procedure to an agreement, amending the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement to 
include textiles into it.   

In order to allow for a thorough treatment of this file including the allegations of use of forced child labour 
in Uzbekistan, INTA held an exchange of views with stakeholders during the 21 June meeting. Invited 
guests came from the European campaign to stop the use of forced and child labour in Uzbekistan, the 
European textiles industry and the International Labour Organisation. The ambassador of Uzbekistan was 
also invited, but he did not attend.  

The exchange of views led to a lively discussion. Issues raised included the interests of EU exporters in the 
textile protocol, the (alleged) use of forced child labour during the cotton harvest in Uzbekistan, the role 
the EU plays and should play to stop the use of forced child labour in Uzbekistan and the leverage the EU 
has and instruments at its disposal to achieve that goal. 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: George Sabin Cutaş (S&D) Exchange of views: 21/6/2011 &12-13/7/2011 
Responsible administrator: Leon Peijnenburg  Cons. of a draft recommendation: 30-31/8/2011  
Procedure: 2010/0323(NLE) - INTA/7/04519 Planned deadline for Ams: 2/9/2011 (tbc) 
Lead committee: INTA Planned adoption INTA: 22/9/2011 
 Planned adoption in plenary: Oct-II-11 

Related documents may be found here 

15. State of implementation of the EU Strategy for Central Asia 
Exchange of views

The rapporteur, Niccolò Rinaldi, presented his ideas for the INTA opinion on the state of implementation 
of the EU Central Asia strategy. He recommended giving priority to education and SMEs and wants the 
Central Asian countries to engage in market economic reforms, which will also help these countries on 
their way to accession. The rapporteur also looks to the future and wants the Central Asia strategy to learn 
lessons from the Neighbourhood policy. The opinion will feed in an INI report of AFET. 

 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE) Exchange of views: 21/6/2011 
Responsible administrator: Leon Peijnenburg  Cons. of a draft opinion: 12-13/7/2011 
Procedure: 2011/2008(INI) - INTA/7/05004 Planned deadline for Ams: 15/7/2011 (tbc) 
Lead committee: AFET Planned adoption INTA: 22/9/2011 
 Planned adoption in plenary: Oct-II-11 (tbc) 

Related documents may be found here 
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16. Trade in agricultural and fishery products between the EU and Palestine 

First exchange of views

INTA held its first exchange of views on this agreement. The Rapporteur highlighted the importance of 
helping the Palestinian territories in strengthening their commercial activities and also underlined the 
importance of a more comprehensive approach, including a more secure control on the rules of origin with 
relation to the occupied territories. 
 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Maria Eleni Koppa (S&D) Exchange of views: 21/6/2011 
Responsible administrator: André Corrado  Cons. of a draft report: 12-13/7/2011 
Procedure: 2011/0042(NLE) - INTA/7/05515 Planned deadline for Ams: 15/7/2011 (tbc) 
Lead committee: INTA Planned adoption INTA: 22/9/2011 
 Planned adoption in plenary: Oct-II-11 (tbc) 

Related documents may be found here

17. Feedback on the visit to India 
 
Mr. Graham Watson, Chair of the European Parliament Delegation for Relations with India, was invited to 
brief the Committee on International Trade following the recent visit to India by his delegation. The visit 
took place in April 2011 and, as Mr. Watson explained, during the visit the ongoing negotiations on an EU-
India Free Trade Agreement were frequently the topic of discussion. 

18. Presentation by the Commission of two Impact Assessment Studies related to 
Mercosur 

In camera

The INTA meeting concluded with an in camera presentation by the Commission's DG Trade and DG 
AGRI of the provisional results of two economic impact assessment studies related to Mercosur. As the 
implications of this bi-regional agreement for some sectors, such as agriculture, and regions sits high on the 
agenda, the presentation was largely attended by members from INTA, the Delegation for relations with 
the Mercosur countries and AGRI for it will most likely shape the future discussions on this matter.  
 
 

Back to Content 
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The next meeting of the Committee on International Trade will take place on Tuesday, July 12, 2011, 15.00-
18.30 and on Wednesday, July 13, 2011, from 09.00-12.30 and from 15.00-18.30. The following items are 
foreseen on the draft agenda. The meeting will be webstreamed, except for in camera items. 

1. State of play of ongoing trialogue negotiations 
Exchange of views

The Committee will hold an exchange of views on the latest developments regarding dossiers that are subject 
to ongoing trialogues in view of reaching an agreement at Parliament's first reading stage of the OLP: the 
Iacolino report on the proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council implementing 
Article 10 of the United Nations’ Firearms Protocol and establishing export authorisation, import and transit 
measures for firearms, their parts and components and ammunition (COD/2010/0147), where a third meeting 
on 28 June reached an overall compromise; and the Proposal for a regulation amending Council Regulation 
(EC) No 1215/2009 introducing exceptional trade measures for countries and territories participating in or 
linked to the European Union's Stabilisation and Association process (2010/0036(COD)), where a second 
meeting of the trialogue was held on 29 June 2011. 

2. Polish Presidency priorities 
 
INTA will hold an exchange of views with Mr Waldemar Pawlak, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of 
Economy of Poland, on the Presidency priorities in the field of Common Commercial Policy and the 
legislative cooperation during the second half of 2011. 

3. Recommendation to the Council and Commission concerning the negotiations of the 
EU-Moldova Association Agreement 

Votes
Seven amendments were tabled to this opinion. INTA will vote on them in a separate voting session on 12 
July afternoon as the vote in the lead committee AFET is foreseen the next day.  

More info

4. Scheme of generalised tariff preferences 
1st exchange of views

INTA will hold its first exchange of views on the new legislative proposal adopted by the European 
Commission on 10 May in order to revise the EU Generalised System of Preferences, which will for the first 
time be subject to the Ordinary Legislative Procedure.  

The new proposal introduces major changes to the current system, e.g. as regards eligibility criteria and 
duration of the regulation, which is proposed to be open-ended. This first discussion will be of help to the 
rapporteur for drafting a working document to be discussed in autumn. 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Christofer Fjellner (EPP) Exchange of views: 12/7/2011 
Responsible administrator: Helena Halldorf-Romero  Cons of a working document: 11/10/2011 
Procedure: 2011/0117(COD) - INTA/7/06028 Cons. of a draft report: 8/12/2011 
Lead committee: INTA Planned deadline for Ams: 16/12/2011 (tbc) 
 Planned adoption INTA: Mar-2012 
 Planned adoption in plenary: tbc 

Related documents may be found here. 
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5. Regional Convention on pan-Euro-Mediterranean preferential rules of origin 

2nd exchange of views

INTA will hold the 2nd exchange of views on the Regional Convention on pan-Euro-Mediterranean 
preferential rules of origin. This Convention gathers diagonal cumulation of origin in a single legal 
instrument and supersedes the existing 60 different bilateral agreements. This simplifies the rules of origin for 
the Euromed Area making them more manageable and applicable. The Convention covers the Southern 
Mediterranean countries as well as EFTA and the Balkans. In fact, INTA could not proceed with its work 
before due to the fact that the dossier was still being discussed in Council, particularly on the issue of 
Kosovo. 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Emilio Menéndez del Valle (S&D) Exchange of views: 12-13/7/2011 
Responsible administrator: André Corrado  Cons. of a draft report: 30-31/8/2011 
Procedure: 2010/0093(NLE) - INTA/7/02793 Planned deadline for Ams: 1/9/2011 (tbc) 
Lead committee: INTA Planned adoption INTA: 22/9/2011 
 Planned adoption in plenary:  Oct-II-11 (tbc) 

Related documents may be found here

6. Amendment of certain regulations relating to the common commercial policy as 
regards the procedures for the adoption of certain measures 

In camera
The Committee will hold a second exchange of views on the proposal for amending certain regulations 
relating to the CCP with regard to the procedures for the adoption of certain measures (so-called Trade 
OMNIBUS I, rapporteur: Godelieve Quisthoudt-Rowohl). The proposal addresses all CCP regulations that 
contain provisions for implementing measures which escape the former Comitology system. These sui-
generis measures must be aligned to the post-Lisbon system of delegated (Art. 290 TFUE) and implementing 
(Art. 291 TFUE) acts. The Committee's Chair requested a legal opinion of Parliament's Legal Service, which 
is to be presented and discussed at this stage. 
 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Godelieve Quisthoudt-Rowohl (EPP) Exchange of views: 12-13/4/2011 &12-13/7/2011 
Responsible administrator: Andreas Maurer Planned cons. of a draft report: 19/9/2011 
Procedure: 2011/0039(COD) - INTA/7/05563 Planned deadline for Ams: 22/9/2011 
Lead committee: INTA Planned cons. of Ams: 11/10/2011 
 Planned adoption INTA: 22/11/2011 
 Planned adoption in plenary: tbc 

Related documents may be found here 

7. Trade in agricultural and fishery products between the EU and Palestine 

Consideration of draft recommendation

The Committee will consider the draft proposal for consent presented by Maria Eleni Koppa (S&D) on this 
important protocol. The aim of this protocol is to build on the Interim Association Agreement between the 
EU and the Palestinian Authorities. The rapporteur will present her draft recommendation. 

More info
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8. Parliament's position on the 2012 Draft Budget as modified by the Council - all sections 

Consideration of draft opinion

In his draft opinion, the Rapporteur underlined the main budgetary concerns of this committee. It will now 
have more time to expand on its priorities to be included as amendments, in particular how to support EU 
businesses abroad through a common platform of business intelligence. 

More info

9. State of implementation of the EU Strategy for Central Asia 

Consideration of draft opinion

Members will get their chance to respond to the text of the draft opinion of rapporteur, Niccolò Rinaldi on the 
state of implementation of the EU Central Asia strategy for the AFET report. Additional ideas can be added 
to the opinion in the amendment phase.  

More info

10. International Tropical Timber Agreement, 2006 
Votes

INTA is going to vote on this draft recommendation. One amendment was tabled. While recommending to 
Parliament to consent to the Agreement, the rapporteur proposes that Parliament calls on the Commission to 
provide, whenever requested by Parliament, any relevant information regarding the implementation of the 
Agreement (e.g. action plans and programmes, decisions taken by the bodies established by the Agreement), 
and to submit an implementation review of the Agreement to Parliament and the Council in the final year of 
application, before negotiations are opened on the renewal of the Agreement.  

More info

11. Agreement between the EU and Norway concerning additional trade preferences in 
agricultural products 

Votes
The rapporteur Mr Scholz, intends to propose for the adoption of this recommendation the consent of 
Parliament. No amendment has been tabled. 

More info

12. Global Economic Governance 
Votes

41 amendments were tabled to this opinion to an ECON report.  
More info

13. Extension of the provisions of the EC-Uzbekistan Partnership and Cooperation 
Agreement to bilateral trade in textiles 

2nd exchange of views

Following the exchange of views with experts from the industry, civil society, ILO and the European 
Commission, INTA will during its meeting on 12-13 July hold a second exchange of views on this consent 
file. It concerns the protocol amending the PCA to bring textiles under the rules of the PCA. 

More info
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14. Trade for Change: EU Trade and Investment Strategy for the Southern Mediterranean 
following the Arab Spring revolutions 

Hearing
Following the first exchange of views INTA will hold a public hearing on the Trade and 
Investment Strategy for the Southern Mediterranean following the Arab Spring revolutions. For 
this hearing the Committee has invited several experts, including ones from Egypt and Tunisia, 
Southern European SMEs as well as representatives of European institutions. 
 

15. State of Play on International Trade Negotiations  
In camera

INTA will have its regular in camera exchange of views with Jean-Luc Demarty, DG Trade on State of Play 
on International Trade Negotiations. Following issues will be discussed: the latest developments in Geneva 
(DDA, EU Trade Policy Review, and Pakistan Waiver), Mercosur, and Ukraine. 

16. Exchange of views on the latest round of CETA negotiations  
In camera

Considering the advanced stage of negotiations between EU and Canada on the CETA (Comprehensive 
Economic and Trade Agreement) in general, and the eighth negotiating round taking place in Brussels on 11-
15 July in particular, the Committee will hold an in camera exchange of views with Mr Steve Verheul, 
Canada’s Chief Trade Negotiator for CETA. 

17. State of play of the negotiations on the Doha Development Agenda 
Consideration of draft motion for resolution

In view of the negotiations ahead of the 8th WTO Ministerial Conference in Geneva on 15-17 December 
2012, and the possibility to reach an agreement on a limited number of issues, INTA has requested a 
Commission Statement in Plenary to debate the state of play of the Doha Round. This would be winded up by 
a motion for resolution. The Committee will consider both the procedure and the content of a possible 
resolution. 

18. Additional Protocol to the Euro-Mediterranean Agreement establishing an Association 
between the EC and Israel on an Agreement between the EC and Israel on Conformity 
Assessment and Acceptance of Industrial Products (ACAA) 

Exchange of views
INTA will hold its first exchange of views on this ACCA protocol with Israel. The protocol is an addition to 
the existing EU-Israel Association Agreements and foreseen conformity in the pharmaceutical industry. 
 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: Vital Moreira (Chairman, S&D) Exchange of views: 12-13/7/2011 
Responsible administrator: Andre Corrado Planned cons. of a draft report: tbc 
Procedure: 2009/0155 (NLE) - INTA/7/02427 Planned deadline for Ams: tbc 
Lead committee: INTA Planned adoption INTA: tbc 
 Planned adoption in plenary: tbc  

Related documents may be found here 
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19. Agreement between the EU and Morocco concerning reciprocal liberalisation measures 
on agricultural products and fishery products 

1st exchange of views

For the first exchange of views on this sensitive dossier views the Committee on International Trade has 
invited Mr. Aziz Akhenouch, Moroccan Minister for Agriculture, Mr. Pier Antonio Panzeri, Chairman of the 
European Parliament Delegation to the Maghreb as well as a representative from the European Commission. 
This exchange of views is aimed at creating an atmosphere of frank debate about the political issues 
surrounding this agreement. It will be followed by a second exchange of views for which interested parties 
will be invited to participate. 
 

PROCEDURE TIMETABLE 
Rapporteur: José Bové (Greens/EFA)) Exchange of views: 12-13/7/2011 
Responsible administrator: Andre Corrado Planned cons. of a draft report: 30/8/2011 
Procedure: 2010/0248(NLE) - INTA/7/03836 Planned deadline for Ams: 7/9/2011, tbc 
Lead committee: INTA Planned adoption INTA: 22/9/2011 
 Planned adoption in plenary: Oct-II (tbc)  

Related documents may be found here 

20. Modernisation of public procurement  
Consideration of draft opinion

INTA will continue its work towards adoption of its Opinion to IMCO's Own-Initiative Report on 
Modernisation of Public Procurement by considering the draft opinion presented by rapporteur Kader Arif. 
The rapporteur is expected to touch on the interplay between the rules of the internal market and the 
international agreements of the EU in the domain of public procurement. 

More info
 

Back to Content 
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State-of-play of ongoing negotiations 

 
 
Free trade agreements: tentative dates of upcoming negotiation rounds  
All dates are indicative and subject to possible changes and postponement. 
 

Malaysia 12 - 15 July; Kuala Lumpur 

Mercosur 4 - 8 July, Brussels 

 
Source: DG TRADE, European Commission, more info 

WTO Dispute settlement - Recent developments 

 
 
WTO panel report finds export restrictions imposed by China on several raw materials. 
 
The WTO circulated its final panel report on 05 July 2011 concerning China's export restrictions on certain 
raw materials, a case the EU launched jointly with the US and Mexico at the end of 2009.  
 
According to the panel report China, a leading producer of raw materials, applies WTO incompatible 
export restrictions on their raw materials: quotas and export duties. These restrictions limit availability, 
raise global raw material prices, and increase uncertainty of the supply flow, affecting European and global 
markets; they distort competition on downstream supply chains as foreign companies are either cut off 
supplies or have to purchase them at much higher prices. 
 
These practices result in that downstream industries in China have access to cheaper inputs than their 
competitors outside China. This boosts the competitiveness of Chinese manufacturing industry to the 
detriment of its foreign competitors and put pressure on foreign producers to move their operations and 
technologies to China.  
 
The panel report clarifies the disciplines on export restrictions for the entire WTO membership. According 
to the WTO 2010 report, trade in raw materials amounted to 25% of total world trade.  
 
The panel report finds export restrictions on bauxite, coke, fluorspar, magnesium, manganese, silicon 
carbide, silicon metal, yellow phosphorus and zinc. 
 
The findings will also put more pressure on China regarding lifting the export restrictions on rare earths, 
which was not one of the raw materials included in this case.  
 
The parties now have 60 days for appeal. If there is no appeal or if the Appellate Body confirms the 
findings of the panel, China will have to bring its legislation in compliance with the rulings. 
 
 

For more info 
Full list of cases and details
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State of Play on Trade Defence Instruments 

 
State-of-play on TDI cases as at 30 June 2011 
 
By 30 June 2011 a total of 17 investigations were initiated. Out of them 11 were new investigations, of 
which 3 anti-subsidy investigations, 9 review investigations and 2 anti-circumvention investigations.  
 
 6 provisional measures were imposed, involving imports from 5 countries and covering 4 products;  
 6 definitive measures were imposed (of which 2 anti-subsidy), involving imports from 3 countries 

and covering 5 products;  
 5 new investigations (of which 2 anti-subsidy) were terminated without the imposition of measures.  
 
11 new proceedings were initiated by 30 June 2011, comprising eight anti-dumping and three anti-subsidy 
proceedings:  
 
 Oxalic acid, (AD) India and the P.R. China, 26.01.2011  
 Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), (AD), Oman and Saudi Arabia, 16.02.2011  
 Sodium cyclamate P.R. China, (AD), 17.02.2011  
 Soy protein products (certain concentrated) P.R. China, (AD), 19.04.2011  
 Stainless steel fasteners P.R. China (AD), 13.05.2011  
 Certain seamless pipes and tubes of iron or steel, ( AD), Belarus, 28.6.2011 
 Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), (AS), Oman and Saudi Arabia 16.02.2011  
 Stainless steel fasteners P.R. China (AS), 13.05.2011  

Full report 

Full listing and further details of investigation 
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First meeting of the CARIFORUM-EU Joint Parliamentary Committee 

 
The first meeting of the CARIFORUM-EU Parliamentary Committee was held in Brussels on 15 and 16 
June, bringing together MEPs with Parliamentarians from Caribbean countries that are signatories of the 
CARIFORUM-EU Economic Partnership Agreement, the first and only EPA in force. 
 
The body elected its two Co-Presidents, David Martin (S&D, UK) and 
Surujrattan Rambachan (Trinidad and Tobago), as well as its Vice-
Presidents Mrs Eleni Theocharous (EPP, Cyprus), Mr Niccolò Rinaldi 
(ALDE, IT), Mr Rizek Afif Nazario, Dominican Republic and Mr 
Rabindre Parmessar, Suriname. 
 
A first discussion was also held on the Rules of Procedures, while final 
adoption is left for the next meeting, which will take place somewhere in the Caribbean region, probably in 

the beginning of 2012. Highlights of the meeting included a 
discussion with EU Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht on the 
current state of play  of the implementation of this agreement, as well 
as an update on the Doha round negotiations. Members also had a 
report back from the Trade and Development Committee, the main 
supervising body of the agreement, which met on 9-10 June in 
Barbados. Ambassador Errol Humphrey, previous ambassador of 
Barbados to the EU and part of the Cariforum negotiating team, 
presented a very recently accomplished study on 'Implementing the 

EPA, challenges and bottlenecks in the CARIFORUM region'. The issues that were most intensively 
debated by the members were however related to bananas, rum and free movement of people. 
 

INTA Delegation visit to Poland 

 
A delegation from the Committee visited Poland from 27 to 28 June 2011. The delegation was led by 
Chairman Moreira, and comprised of Vice-Chairman Zalewski, Mr Scholz, Ms Handzlik and Mr Wałęsa.  

 
Meetings in Warsaw were held at the highest level with Polish 
government and parliament. The delegation met, inter alia, with Mr 
Pawlak, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Economy, Mr 
Dowgielewicz, Secretary of State for European affairs and economic 
policy in Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the leaders of the relevant 
parliamentary committees, Mr 
Nogaj, Director of Trade Policy 
Department in Ministry of 

Economy, a number of senior trade officials from various Polish 
Ministries, etc. 
 
The visit of the delegation to Poland was very timely and successful, 
discussing both the enhancement of the inter-institutional cooperation 
and the priorities of the forthcoming Polish Presidency. 
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Meetings held during weeks 25 - 26  

 
 June 23, 2011, Meeting with representatives of the generic pharmaceutical industry on the CETA 

EU/Canada negotiations. 
 
 June 29, 2011, Meeting with Centre for European Policy Studies, for a presentation on The 

European Parliament's Trade Powers after Lisbon. 
 
 June 30, 2011, Meeting with the Ambassador of Japan to the EU, for an exchange of views on the 

current EU-Japan trade relations. 
 

Briefing notes and studies by the Policy department - May - June 2011  

 
Delivered 
 
 External study on ACTA 
 Study on Application of Certain Guidelines in the Field of Officially Supported Export Credits 
 
Pending 
 
 External briefing note on EXIM Bank in China 
 External study on Relations commerciales UE-Chine: état des lieux et perspectives 
 Internal briefing note on Taiwan 
 Internal briefing note on Singapore 
 Internal briefing note on Japan 
 External study "effects of international trade and globalisation on jobs and social policies in the EU" 
 External study on AA Central America 
 External study on Trade Agreement with Colombia and Peru 
 Internal briefing note on New GSP Regulation 
 Workshop (round table) on Ukraine  
 Internal briefing on The role for SME's regarding the EU Trade and Investment Strategy for the 

Southern Mediterranean following the Arab Spring revolutions 
 External study on Public Procurement and international trade 
 

Library Briefings 

 
The Services Directive/ Andras Schwarcz, 28 June 2011, 5 p.  

"Services make up the biggest part of the EU economy, but their free movement across 
borders encounters numerous barriers." 
 

For more, see: Library Briefings
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New books in the Library reading room collection (available for loan)  

 

Trade policy in the Asia-Pacific: the role of ideas, interests, and domestic institutions / 
Vinod K. Aggarwal,. Springer, 2010, 250 p.  

"East Asian countries are now pursuing greater formal economic institutionalization, weaving a 
web of bilateral and multilateral preferential trade agreements. Scholarly analysis of “formal” 
East Asian regionalism focuses on international political and economic factors such as the end 
of the Cold War, the Asian financial crisis, or the rising Sino-Japanese rivalry. " 

 
The International Trade Centre: promoting exports for development/ Stephen Browne and Sam Laird, 

Routledge, 2011, 176 p.  
"In the era of rapid globalization, the ITC plays a significant and wide ranging role working 
with both governments and trade support institutions to nurture an export culture, this work 
will provide a much needed overview of this dynamic organization." 

 

 
Impact of TRIPS in India: an access to medicines perspective / Prabodh Malhotra, Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2010, 288 p. 

"This book examines the impact of TRIPS on drug prices and exports of drugs and 
pharmaceuticals in India. It goes on to develop a new healthcare model, which if implemented, 
would extend access to medicines to India's entire population. Sensitivity tests show that the 
proposed model is affordable, equitable and implementable, and can be replicated in other 
developing countries."  

 
The new global rulers: the privatization of regulation in the world economy / Tim Büthe , 
Princeton University Press, 2011, 301 p.  

"The book examines three powerful international organizations that set rules for global 
markets: the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB); the ISO and the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), which account for 85 percent of all international product 
standards. This has important implications for public policy, especially since governments 

have committed themselves in the WTO treaty to the use of international standards and 
therefore increasingly reference to standards in domestic laws and regulations, making 
compliance a prerequisite for market access." 

 

Library weekly newsletter on International Trade  

 
The EP Library's weekly electronic newsletter covers EU positions, academic studies and press articles on 
International trade issues. Browse the archive and sign up. 
 
For more information please visit our Library intranet pages on International Trade  
Contact - Nils Hammarlund, Ext. 42871 
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Important Meetings and Events 

 
WTO events 

 
18-19 July  Third Global Review of Aid for Trade in 2011   
20 July  Launch of the World Trade Report   
27-28 July  WTO General Council  
14-16 September  WTO: Trade Policy Review Body — India  
19-21 September  WTO Public Forum 2011 
24-26 September  Annual Meetings of the World Bank Group and the International 

Monetary Fund  
 

Events Calendar 2011 
 
Upcoming Summits and Events 

 
 
1-2 July PABSEC Plenary Session, Kiev 
6-10 July OSCE PA annual session, Belgrade 
13 September European Council 
14-15 September EU-South Africa Summit, Pretoria 
29-30 September Eastern Partnership Summit , Warsaw 
 

For more info click here
 

Useful links 

 
INTA Links: 

List of INTA Members  
INTA Intranet 
INTA Internet 

 
EU Links:  

European Commission - Trade Europe 
European Council 
Council of Ministers  
Polish Presidency 
 

Other Links 
WTO 
Documents and publications 

 

Calendar of committee's meetings for 2011 

 
The next regular meeting of the Committee on International Trade will take place on Tuesday August 30, 
2011 (15.00-18.30) and on Wednesday August 31, 2011 (09.00-12.30 and 15.00-18.30) in Brussels. The 
annual calendar can be found here.  
 

Back to Content 
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